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Mel Bay Publications, Inc., United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 279 x 216 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Mandolinists who wish to expand their improvisational
vocabulary and spice up their rhythm accompaniment are invited to try some Jazz Mandolin
Appetizers. This book and accompanying audio, prepared by chef Don Stiernberg, include a batch
of etudes that address the challenges every improvising mandolinist faces. These include common
issues such as selecting notes that sound good with chord progressions and finding them on the
fretboard. In the first section, new melodies are presented for chord progressions that are often
played at swing and jazz jam sessions. These tunes will benefit players of any style. Concepts are
discussed at the beginning of each tune such as harmonic analysis and the effects of certain
intervals (useful groups of tones). The tablature suggests fingerings for the melodies. The chordal
section shows how chords and progressions can be made more interesting by adding color, tension
and movement. Chord substitution is also demonstrated. Working through this section will prepare
the player with commonly played progressions and will expand their chord voicing vocabulary up
and down the neck. Lastly, a study of chord-melody style playing...
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ReviewsReviews

An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never confusing. Your life period will likely
be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tracy Keeling-- Tracy Keeling

This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your life period will likely be enhance as soon
as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce Boyle-- Joyce Boyle
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